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Abstract
Technological development has intensified interconnectivity in the global sphere creating highly diverse markets
and workplaces making increasingly challenging for contemporary organizations to manage culturally diverse
environments while benefiting from them. Hence, fostering employees’ ability to produce both novel and useful
ideas within cross-cultural environments has gained enormous importance. This research attempts to better
understand the relationship between cultural intelligence (CQ), perspective taking, and multicultural creativity.
Data analysis from a causal, descriptive, non-experimental network survey, containing a remote associates test,
supports the proposed theoretical framework in which cultural intelligence has an influence on the relatio nship
between perspective taking and the individuals’ capability of drawing upon knowledge from distinct cultures.
The results of the study show that two dimensions of cultural intelligence, motivational CQ and behavioral CQ,
positively influence individuals’ multicultural creativity. These findings have positive implications when facing
the urgent necessity of cross-cultural collaboration.
Keywords: creativity, cultural intelligence, multicultural environment, multicultural experience, multicultural
creativity, perspective taking
1. Introduction
Due to technological developments as well as pressure from globalization processes, workplaces have become
more culturally diverse and interdependence has greatly contributed to diversify markets since organizations
have to deal with stakeholders from diverse cultural backgrounds. Globalization has also swelled the idea of
belonging to a world which is systematic and where we all share common concerns, such as climate change. This
unprecedented facet of multiculturalism as well as the increased interconnectivity among individuals, make
organizations more dependable on employees’ creative ideas, especially those that come from multicultural
environments since they can particularly better respond to the complexity of present-day markets as well as
enrich the organization’s knowledge base. For instance, the Global Innovation Index of 2016 revealed that
innovations call for more international collaboration, not only to enhance creativity but also to expand the scope
of innovation (Cornell University, INSEAD, & WIPO, 2016).
Amabile (1983) defined creativity as the development of ideas that are both novel and useful. However, this
study focuses on creativity that requires drawing on knowledge from various cultures, which is known as
multicultural creativity (Chua, 2013). Indeed, scholars have proven that a multiculturally diverse environment
has a positive influence on creativity (Leung, Maddux, Galinsky, & Chiu, 2008; Maddux, Adam, & Galinsky,
2010). This type of creativity, as it includes generated knowledge from distinct cultures, has achieved a certain
complexity degree that responds to the inherent necessities of multicultural environments as wells as to the
demands of the current worldwide context.
However, it is imperative to note that intercultural work environments do not always lead to the creation of novel
and useful ideas and even sometimes obstruct the creative process (Chua, 2013). This is mainly because tensions
and conflicts unavoidably take place as organizations become more culturally diverse (Jehn & Mannix, 2001).
For instance, scholars have demonstrated that experiencing indirect cross-cultural tensions and conflicts in a
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direct social environment strengthens ideas of cultural incompatibility and stereotypes, hence it alters individuals’
capacity to make use of knowledge from various cultures (Chua, 2013). Researchers have not yet found how to
mitigate this negative effect of ambient cultural disharmony on creativity.
An initial approach in the literature of creativity aiming to enhance the creative process has studied three key
factors: climate, trust, and knowledge sharing (Černe, Nerstad, Dysvik, & Škerlavaj, 2014; Grant & Berry, 2011).
Nonetheless, all these studies have not considered the role of multicultural environments thus far. A more
approximate approach in the research about diversity has studied diverse teams, where scholars have reported
that work teams are enriched by their diversity (Hoever, Van Knippenberg, Van Ginkel, & Barkema, 2012).
A growing body of studies being conducted around the world suggests that the current global conditions demand
to improve individuals’ competence to function adequately when they face cross-national assignments, which
take place in multicultural situations, ethnically-distinct environments or organizations that differ in their
corporate culture. This ability is known as Cultural Intelligence (CQ) (Bhagat, 2006; Livermore, Ang, & Van
Dyne, 2010). Cultural intelligence enables individuals not only to adapt to a new cultural environment but also to
absorb expertise from it to design a strategy in order to perform in a competent manner. Therefore, its relevance
lies on the fact that, as well as emotional intelligence (EQ) and intelligence quotient (IQ) (Daher, 2015), it is a
competence which can be cultivated (Erez et al., 2013). Cultural intelligence has the power to determine the
performance success or failure of an individual (Ang et al., 2007; Bücker, Furrer, Poutsma, & Buyens, 2014; Ng,
Ang, & Van Dyne, 2011) in a certain environment. This plays a pivotal role to excel in today’s work
environment.
Cultural intelligence is comprised of four dimensions: metacognitive, cognitive, motivational, and behavioral.
Metacognitive CQ refers to individuals’ capability to strategize in a cross-cultural environment. That is,
capabilities such as planning, monitoring, and revising mental models of divergent cultural standards are used to
increase awareness of other’s cultural preferences. Cognitive CQ denotes the well understanding of other’s
cultures norms and differences. This dimension is nurtured by knowledge gained through education or firsthand
experiences. Motivational CQ is the level of interest in adjusting to multiculturality. When this dimension is
displayed, individuals expend energy to learn and perform in cross-cultural situations. Finally, behavioral CQ is
the ability to adapt verbal and nonverbal language to interact properly with people from diverse cultural
backgrounds. Individuals with high behavioral CQ possess chameleon-like demeanors that involve using
culturally fitting words and nonverbal expressions (Ang et al., 2007; Van Dyne, Ang, & Koh, 2008). Furthermore,
another approach in the personality literature performed a study about the Big 5 personality traits where
researchers found that all four dimensions of CQ show a positive relationship with openness to experience,
which at the same time was proven to have a significant relationship with creativity when individuals possess a
high extrinsic motivation (Ang & Van Dyne, 2006).
Why is CQ related to creativity? Once individuals have developed the skills to communicate with confidence in
a multicultural setting, the acquired knowledge will allow them to learn from their surroundings. Moreover, the
willingness to have culturally unfamiliar experiences will facilitate multinational encounters.
This paper contends that cultural intelligence can serve as a path to enrich from a multicultural environment,
regardless of its conditions, and has a positive impact on the creative ability of individuals. It proposes that
individuals with a superior level of cultural intelligence can not only more easily associate knowledge from
different cultures, but also have a more effective communication to take other people’s perspectives. The purpose
of this research is to respond to the literature gap regarding CQ and its effect on creativity. Additionally, this
article suggests that cultural intelligence has a positive association with perspective taking. Individuals can
benefit from this as the possibilities to face conflicts related to prejudices, stereotypes, and a hermetic attitude are
diminished. Cultivation of CQ can provide individuals with the confidence, strategies, and skills required to
adopt openness to learn from people with dissimilar cultural backgrounds and be part of a more novel and
refined environment.
1.1 Hypotheses Statement
The potential advantage of multiculturality
Cultural diversity is composed of plurality and authenticity of a set of meanings, values, and beliefs that
determine thinking and behavior. Despite the importance of innovation for social and economic progress,
(Vovchenko, Ivanova, Kostoglodova, Otrishko, & Dzhu, 2016) today’s global context makes innovation more
dependent on cross-border collaboration (Cornell University et al., 2016). Undoubtedly, the world faces many
more complex challenges that demand the construction of new knowledge resulting of cultural exchange to get
more enriching answers. It can be understood that cultural diversity is a major driver for development that fosters
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economic growth as well as aids to refine ourselves intellectually. Consequently, diversity becomes a way to
address the expected improvement in everyone’s life.
The complexity of cultural diversity
Culturally diverse environments can have several benefits to individuals who are exposed to them. For instance,
scholars have studied how an intercultural ambient enhances creativity (Leung et al., 2008; Maddux et al., 2010).
This kind of atmosphere is highly rich in views and it presents an extraordinary opportunity for learning;
however, the convergence of plurality is divergent in nature. Therefore, to achieve harmony in such
environments as well as maintain its authenticity and disparity is an arduous task. For example, scholars have
also discovered that creativity in that kind of environments is not always achieved (Chua, 2013).
The lack of uniformity and homogeneity when organizations are cultural diverse makes tension and conflicts
inevitably present (Jehn & Mannix, 2001). Accordingly, to accomplish multicultural creativity in a cultural
environment is a complex challenge that requires more than only having cultural diversity.
Cultural intelligence on creativity
This article moots that, irrespective of the characteristics of their environment, individuals can develop the four
dimensions of cultural intelligence to take advantage of it since their level of CQ allows them to express
sympathy and expand their perspectives instead of limiting them (Chen & Lin, 2013). As it is related to openness
to experience (Ang & Van Dyne, 2006), cultural intelligence strengthens empathy among individuals, hence
enables them to relate ideas from different frameworks. Individuals with elevated levels of CQ are able to learn
from others as well as cooperate and integrate other people’s perspectives into their own judgment.
Furthermore, this research draws upon perspective taking which is defined as cognitive process where, in order
to understand others’ needs, thoughts, values, and preferences, individuals tend to accept other’s points of view
and at the same time they are able to see the value of other’s ideas (Grant & Berry, 2011). The four dimensions
of CQ in a multicultural environment strengthen the cognitive process of perspectives taking, not only in the
disposition or motivation that individuals possess, but also in their ability to understand their environment and
communicate effectively facilitating the free exchange of ideas.
Perspective taking together with cultural intelligence allows individuals to communicate effectively with people
from diverse cultural backgrounds and learn from them. Moreover, perspective taking reduces the chances of
conforming to stereotypes (Galinsky & Moskowitz, 2000) and is associated with less person-oriented conflict
perceptions (Sessa, 1996). Scholars have also proven that perspective taking has more possibilities to enhance
creativity not only because it fosters knowledge exchange (Grant & Berry, 2011), but supports the integration of
different ideas and their extensive analysis. The analysis of plural ideas may drive the combination of them
(Hargadon & Bechky, 2006).
The following two hypotheses of this research propose that individuals with a higher level of cultural
intelligence are more able to engage in a perspective taking cognitive process.
Hypothesis 1. Cultural intelligence is positively associated with perspective taking
Hypothesis 2. Cultural intelligence strengthens the relationship between perspective taking and multicultural
creativity
Finally, this article asserts that when individuals develop the four capabilities of cultural intelligence have a
greater opportunity to learn from others, and the knowledge obtained may have a positive impact on their
creativity output when they are required to draw on information from various cultures. Within the scope of
cross-cultural collaboration, the convergence of the disparity of ideas is based on the ability to know how to
listen and learn from each other.
2. Method
2.1 Sample Selection
To participate in this study, respondents had to meet one of the following criteria (1) have previously moved to a
country different from their country of origin for studying or working (2) currently live in a country different
from their country of origin for studying or working (3) are currently located in their country of origin but
working or studying in an immediate environment which is multiculturally diverse. In all cases, English was the
language of instruction in their university or the primary language of communication at their workplace. When
compared to working or studying abroad, vacations have an inferior contribution to cross-cultural learning
(Bücker, Furrer, & Lin, 2015), thus individuals who had only intercultural experiences derived from international
tourism were not considered in the sample selection.
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2.2 Procedure
The authors distributed a survey online adopting the snowball sampling technique (Goodman, 1961). The
participants were invited to forward the survey link to other people they knew that matched the established
criteria. This was made to avoid distance and time constraints of the survey administration and to diversify the
cultural background of the respondents by reaching people in other countries. At a completion rate of 67.05%,
empirical data were collected from 116 respondents. The survey comprised a total of four components;
participants were given a maximum of thirty minutes to complete it. The first section collected demographic data
such as country of origin and country of current residence, and their own assessment of how culturally diverse
they perceived their direct social environment. The two following parts of the survey included items from
perspective taking (Davis, 1983) and cultural intelligence scales respectively, and the last part of the survey
contained a multicultural Remote Associates Test (RAT) (Chua, 2013). The first three parts of the survey were
administered in English and to avoid any misconception or language barrier that may affect the multicultural
RAT performance, a simple translation of the trio of words into Spanish, Chinese, and French was provided in
the fourth section. Translations were selected according to sample’s convenience.
2.3 Measures
Multicultural environment
Since the survey was only administered to people who have previous or current experience working or studying
in a country different from their country of origin, and those who, without leaving their country of origin, are
situated in a multiculturally diverse environment, such as the International Students Office of a university with
significant cross-cultural population, respondents were asked to assess their own direct social surroundings from
1 = “Not at all multiculturally diverse” to 5 = “Highly multiculturally diverse”.
Multicultural experience
Participants were asked to indicate the total amount of years that they had spent outside their country of origin at
the time of completing the survey, without considering whether their experience was accumulated
uninterruptedly or not.
Perspective taking
Participants were asked to answer seven questions on perspective taking that used a seven-point Likert scale (1 =
“Strongly disagree”, and 7 = “Strongly agree”). These questions were adapted from Davis (1983). Sample items
include “When in a multicultural environment, before criticizing somebody I try to imagine how I would feel if I
were in his/her place”, and “I sometimes try to understand people from distinct cultural groups better by
imagining how things look from their perspective”. With the purpose of avoiding acquiescence bias and
improving the participants’ understanding of the questions, some of the items were phrased in reverse.
Cultural Intelligence (CQ)
This article adapted a twenty-item Likert-type scale (1 = “Strongly disagree”, and 7 = “Strongly agree”)
developed by Bücker et al. (2015) to measure the four dimensions of cultural intelligence; Meta-cognitive CQ,
Motivational CQ, Cognitive CQ, and behavioral CQ. To avoid acquiescence bias and improving the participants’
understanding of the questions, some of the items were also phrased in reverse.
A reliability analysis for these adapted scales was carried out (Cronbach’s α = 0.82). All 27 items appeared to be
worthy of retention, resulting in a decrease in the alpha value if deleted. The one exception to this was item 5,
which would maintain alpha at the same value. Hence, none of the items were removed.
Multicultural creativity
Respondents of the survey were asked to complete a multicultural Remote Associates Test (RAT), which is a
cross-cultural version of a widely used tool in psychological and organizations research to assess the ability of
individuals to make connections between seemingly dissimilar concepts. The multicultural RAT consists of 12
trios of words that if mingled with a fourth word denote a cross-cultural concept. For instance, the trio of words
Forbidden, angels and Quebec when put together with the word city, allude to the Forbidden City in Beijing, Los
Angeles, California, and the Canadian city of Quebec. As shown in previous research, individuals who possess a
high score in the multicultural RAT have the capability to make associations between multiculturally diverse
concepts. This test provides confidence about its validity since it was found to be po sitively associated with the
combination of ideas which belong to different cultural backgrounds when performing creative tasks (Chua,
2013).
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3. Results
3.1 Demographic Profile of the Sample
After eliminating two surveys which participants answered randomly and had missing data respectively, the final
sample analyzed consisted of 114 respondents (61.4% male; 73.7% between 25 and 34 years of age) from 32
countries of origin residing in 26 countries. The majority were employed full-time (46.5%) and 46% were living
outside their country of origin at the time of completing the survey.
3.2 Statistics and Data Analysis
Table 1 exhibits the descriptive statistics and correlations for the variables in this study. All correlations were
positively associated and 20 out of 28 were statistically significant. After finding an expected positive, although
non-significant, relationship between individuals’ cultural intelligence and their multicultural experience
(expressed in years spent outside their country of origin), it was observed that perspective taking showed a
considerable positive correlation (r = .55, p < .01) with cultural intelligence as a whole and with each of its four
dimensions. This confirms the idea that individuals who cultivate the four dimensions of CQ are more likely to
understand others’ viewpoints and provides evidence to support Hypothesis 1.
Table 1. Descriptive Statistics and Correlations
Variable

Mean

s.d.

Min.

Max.

1

2

3

4

1. Perspective Taking

37.22

5.81

18

2. Metacognitive CQ

20.46

3.63

9

28 0.40**

3. Cognitive CQ

29.00

5.99

11

40 0.36**

0.40**

4. Motivational CQ

27.94

4.92

15

35 0.41**

0.33**

0.41**

5. Behavioral CQ

23.27

5.19

11

35 0.42**

0.35**

0.37**

**

**

**

5

6

0.16

14.06

58

131 0.55

0.68

0.81

0.67**

0.67**

7. Multicultural
Creativity

4.21

3.30

0

12 0.04

0.05

0.08

0.21*

0.25*

0.21*

8. Multicultural
experience in years

3.45

3.00

0

16 0.09

0.14

0.29**

0.22

0.15

0.29**

n = 114

**

p < .01

*

8

49

100.67

6. Cultural Intelligence

7

0.17

p < .05

To test Hypothesis 2, a regression analysis was conducted in SPSS (version 24). Table 2 showed that the overall
model fit, resulting in R2 = 0.33 (p < .01), improved when the four dimensions of cultural intelligence where
added to the regression predicting multicultural creativity. It was also observed that motivational CQ (b = 0.17,
SE = .06, p < 0.5) and behavioral CQ (b = 0.15, SE = .07, p < 0.5) had a particular effect on the relationship
between perspective taking and multicultural creativity. Two adjusted regression curves illustrate this
phenomenon (see Figures 1 and 2). To better understand this effect, an analysis of the mediating effect of those
two variables was conducted using PROCESS macro (version 2.16) for SPSS. The results showed that
perspective taking was a significant predictor of behavioral CQ (b = .42, SE = .08, p < .05) and motivational CQ
(b = .41, SE = .08, p < .05). Moreover, both behavioral CQ (b = .29, SE = .11, p < .05) and motivational CQ (b
= .23, SE = .09, p < .05) were significant predictors of multicultural creativity. Finally, perspective taking (b =
-0.17, SE = .10, p > .05) was no longer a significant predictor of multicultural creativity after controlling for both
mediators (see Figure 3).
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Table 2. Multiple Regression Results
Predictors

b

SE

β

t

0.307*

Model 1: CQ
Multicultural Experience

0.23

0.03

0.55

7.05
0.313*

Model 2: Perspective Taking
Multicultural Experience

-0.16

0.16

-0.08

-0.98

Cultural Intelligence

0.24

0.03

0.58

7.03
0.313*

Model 3: Perspective Taking
Multicultural Experience

-0.13

0.16

-0.07

-0.80

Metacognitive CQ

0.29

0.14

0.18

2.01

Cognitive CQ

0.07

0.09

0.08

0.79

Motivational CQ

0.33

0.10

0.29

3.37

Behavioral CQ

0.34

0.10

0.29

3.27
0.336*

Model 4: Multicultural Creativity
Metacognitive CQ

-0.08

0.09

-0.09

-0.82

Cognitive CQ

-0.04

0.06

-0.08

-0.70

Motivational CQ

0.17

0.06

0.27

2.71

Behavioral CQ

0.15

0.07

0.22

2.17

n = 114
*

R2

p < .05

Figure 1. Adjusted Regression Curve for Motivational CQ
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Figure 2. Adjusted Regression Curve for Behavioral CQ

Figure 3. Behavioral CQ and Motivational CQ mediating effect on Perspective taking and Multic ultural
creativity relationship
* p < .05 Standardized coefficients
4. Discussion
This study of the relationship between cultural intelligence (CQ), perspective taking, and multicultural creativity
presents three major contributions to the creativity and cultural intelligence literatures. First, it contributes to the
resolution on how to mitigate the negative effects that multiculturally diverse environments may have on
individuals’ creativity. Second, it supports the use of cultural intelligence as a cultivable tool that enhances the
development of creativity. Third, the findings constitute a novel approach to the four dimensions of cultural
intelligence and their effect on the development of novel and useful ideas in multiculturally diverse
environments.
However, limitations of the study emerge from the dispersion of participants in the sample which led to the
impossibility to determine the multicultural environment climate and harmony. Hence, the measurement of the
perceived degree of multiculturality within the respondents’ immediate social surroundings did not provide an
explanation for any of the other variables approached in this article. Future research may include the examination
of pertinent variables such as trust and knowledge sharing within a multicultural setting, and to study their
relationship with cultural intelligence.
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In summary, this study provides a major step toward cross-border collaboration in a world that is in vastly need
of joint efforts to understand one another across nations and individuals.
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